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Sing Me Sweet - Matt Nathanson

This song is an interpretation of mine, so if you do not enjoy it please feel
free 
to add to it or simply find another interpretation :)

For the rhythm, please refer to the original song (if you can t figure it out
then 
I ll find a way to pass it on).

Capo 2  Standard

Little Riff (x2)

                         
E||-7----7----7---8-----8-------8---5-----5-----5---5-----5-----5------| 
B||---8----8----8---8------8------8---7-----7-----7---7-----7-----7----| 
G||-----7----7--------7-------7---------7-----7---------7-----7--------|
D||--------------------------------------------------------------------|
A||--------------------------------------------------------------------|
E||--------------------------------------------------------------------|

Intro (strummed same time as riff)

G, Cadd9, D (x2)

Verse 1

Em7     
5 am, undressed
Cadd9                   
In your static, your mess
G
I don t need any new voices
Dsus4/F#
I m sick enough with superstitions and choices

Prechorus
D/F#    Em7  G
Wa-ay home
            
A little bit of something
             D/F#  Em7    Dsus4/F# 
Maybe just a wa-ay home

Chorus



             G
Sing me sweet
          Cadd9
Sing me low
               D/F#
Say you ll never let me go
            Em7        Cadd9
Cause i ve gone long enough
D/F#
waiting for wonderful
             G
Sing me sweet
          Cadd9
sing me low
            D/F#
Say you ll never let me go
              Em7    Cadd9
so won t you sta-ay
Dsus4/F# 
never fail
               G         
Never let me go

Verse 2

Em7
If i could stay like this
Cadd9              
In the give of your lips
G          
In the dim half-light dawn
Dsus4/F#
Pinned below your undertow
When everything meant everything again

Prechorus

D/F#    Em7  G
Wa-ay home
           
A little bit of something
             D/F#  Em7    Dsus4/F# 
Maybe just a wa-ay home

Chorus x2
        G
Sing me sweet
        Cadd9
Sing me low
           D/F#
Say you ll never let me go
            Em7        Cadd9



Cause i ve gone long enough
D/F#
waiting for wonderful
             G
Sing me sweet
          Cadd9
sing me low
            D/F#
Say you ll never let me go
              Em7    Cadd9
so won t you sta-ay
Dsus4/F# 
never fail
                G          Cadd9          Dsus4/F#       D/F# (finish on G)
Never let me go


